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a) Define: Specific speed, attack angle, lag angle, operating point.

h) What do you understand by cavitation? What are its causes and how it can be
prevented in the centrifugal pump?

c) The impeller of a centrifugat pump having external and internal diameters 500 mrn
and 250 mm respectively width_ at outlet 50 mm and running at 1200 RPM works
against a head of 48 m. The velocity of flow ttrrough the irnpeller is constant and
equatr to 3.0 n/s. The vanes are set back at an ani;te of 40o at outlet. Determine:

i) - rntet vane angle. ii)-work done by the impeller on warer per second, and

iii) - Manometric efficiency.

Ouestion-2 p0 marksl

a) What are the important losses in centrifugal pumps? What factors cause these losses

b) With the aid of neat sketch, explain the construction and working of an a.xial flow
pump.

c) A centrifugal pump has the following performance characteristics at87S RpM:

Q flit. /sec) 75 1s0 225 300 375 450

rx (m) 16.5 16.s 15.9 14.6 12.2 8.2

(% ) r l 36 63 76 83 80 70

NPSII (m) t .4 2.3 3"0 3.7 4.3 4.8

The pump lifts water from an open container 3.5 m below pump axis. The suction pipe
is 40 cm in diameter. The friction loss of head in suction line is given by the equation
hr:11.11 Q' * Hzo, whene Q is in m3/s. when this pump is interposed in a piping
system having a static lift of (9.8 m), it gives a maximum discharge of (300 lit/sec)

Answer all the_.:Lollowing q uestions
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wEacrs notating at {E75 R.FM}" Sstiry etE the pmmp speed to give (450 tit/sec} whera it is
worE<iarg im the sa$le systern" WhaI! should he the shaft E]GweE" requinecl in both cases.

d) Hs cavitation occur for single pump at its openating point whose performance is given
in the previous tahte? The atrnosptreric pressure is 1.01 bar and vapour pressure is
0.121 bar. What is value of suction specific speed?. Cornpare this value with the
optimum value"
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a) What is meant by indicator diagram for a single cylinder single acting reciprocatirag
pump? Sketch the diagrarn and explain the effect of a acceleration and friction on both
suction and deliverv stroke.

b) What is the use of air vessels in recipnocating pump?

c) A single acting single cylinder reciprocating pump is installed ( 3 m) above the water
level of the sump. The suction pipe is (15 crn) diarneter and (12 m) long" The purmp
cylinder is (22.5 cm) diarneten and (37.5 cm) stroke. If the coefficient of friction is
(0.03), the Barometric head is (10.3 rn) of water, vapour head is (2.4m) of water abs.
and the piston moves in simple harmonic motion. Find: i) The speed at which the
cavitations may take place at the commencgment of suction stroke. Ii) Ttre change in
the maximum speed of the pump, if a large air vessel is fitted on the suction pipe ctosed
the cylinder.

Quetsion-4 [20rnartrs]
a) Derive and show with diagram the variation of Pelton Wheel hydraulic efficiency
with the speed ratio (u/V.;)

b) Explain with the aid of net sketch the theory of operation of Francis turbine

c) A Pelton Wheel turbine running at (500 RFM) and operating under an affective
head of (400 rn) is required to develop (500 k\40. There are two equal jets and the
bucket deflection angle is (165"). The overall efficiency is (85%) when the water is
discharge from the wheel in a direction parallel to the axis of rotation, The coefficient
of velocify of the nozzle is (0.97) and speed ratio is (0.44). The relative of, water at exit
from the bucket is (0.86) times the relative velocify of water at inlet. Calculate:
i) Cross-sectional area of each jet. Ii) [Iydraulic efficiency of the turbine.
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